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Abstract In general the most recent methods such as ResNet and the residual
based methods are considered state-of-the-art and are frequently used for
benchmarking and initial features. One of the dangers of using standardized
datasets is that it is possible to accidentally mix the test set with the training
set, which will usually give higher accuracy. This is particularly difficult to
check for in neural networks because the model is simply a set of millions of
weights. The real goal here is to do an acid test between VGG and ResNet
which is getting results from real users with imagery that has not been seen
by the classifier before. When accidental mistakes are not possible in the
training procedure, which one achieves the highest accuracy?
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Introduction

In this recent generation of deep neural networks, one of the noteworthy
aspects is that typically the models, the source code, and the design of the
architecture are open and free. In many ways this is a golden age for the free
and open distribution of scientific achievements and contributions. At the
same time it is possible for scientists to make mistakes, perhaps even be
biased whether it is conscious or subconscious. One of the easiest ways to get
the highest accuracies on ImageNet test is simply to have overlap between the
training set and the test set.

Another way which can be done accidentally is to use another test set from
another group in another country which also used the same Flickr images.
Here there is the question of: if you have one data set made in London and
another in New York, how similar is the imagery? In fact, could a number of
images be exactly the same or be near duplicates with very slight differences
such as different compression levels or different resolutions. As far as I know
these things are not looked into carefully. This means that some of the lot of
datasets could be getting images from big databases such as Flickr; or it could
also be the case that the people who submit images to Flickr may also submit
to other sources. So even if the scientist goes out of his way to collect images
from a Twitter website feed, he might accidentally also get the same images
that were available from the Flickr website.
What this means is that there is some uncertainty as to which deep neural
networks actually perform the best. So, with students we designed a small
scale test (the results can be seen as a rough indication but should not be seen
as rigorous or definitive) to look at how well several of the extremely wellknown convolutional neural networks do in a challenging and also realistic
test which is the “top-1” or R@1 accuracy.
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Related Work

There are numerous important areas related to machine learning and computer
vision. Some of the popular ones include human-computer interaction [1][2],
content-based retrieval [3][4][5][6][7][8][9]10], object detection and activity
recognition [11][12][13][14] and many others.
In 2012 there was the famous work AlexNet [15] which introduced a 7-layer
convolutional network which won an early ImageNet competition. this
network used a number of new ideas which included different activation
functions different kinds of layers to add some invariance to translations and
in general attempted to reduce the problem of gradient explosion.
These early neural networks required weeks to months to train. They also
achieved rather spectacular improvements over the competition. The next
level up was VGG [16] by the Oxford group which gave significant

improvements to the AlexNet which included changes to allow even deeper
networks. This brings us to one of the most impactful neural networks called
ResNet [17] or residual network which was based upon skip connections and
extended the depth of the network from 20 layers to 150 layers. It also won
the ImageNet competition and achieved the best accuracy of its time within
the parameters of the competition.
Research quickly moved onwards and the state-of-the-art advanced in
multiple directions at once. For example, many researchers have continued
to improve ResNet (see [18]) and also combining competitors such as
Inception with ResNet [19] or proposing new architectures [20].
Deep networks have been found to be useful in diverse areas. These areas
cover fields such as big data [8], salient point detection [11], activity
recognition [12], generic object recognition [13], edge detection [21], contentbased retrieval [3]. For a good general overview, see [22][23].
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Fair Testing

Here I want to briefly point out that one has to be careful in comparing
different accuracy numbers. One has to perform all steps in exactly the same
way in order to have a fair comparison. For example, can one use additional
training data in training a new network?
Should the training data be fixed to a certain set of images? Should there be a
limit to the processing time?. For example, is it fair to compare a neural
network there was trained on only the official training set for the competition
or can one also use another 15 million images from another dataset?
This is why in most of the performance tables these days there is a notation
on whether the method used additional data and additional data means data
outside of the original test. A good summary of modern benchmarking is
[24].
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Evaluation

So now we get to the performance and how we are going to measure it. First
we will only use well known, freely downloadable, published models from
VGG and ResNet. This means we are not training the models ourselves - we
are not making mistakes in training the models. We are using the author's
models as intended and as published by the authors also for reproducibility.
Next, we asked 50 students in the computer science department to select
images based upon Google image searches - 60 images per student. This
means that the students will also be directing the search, not the authors of the
neural networks. There will be in fact no communication or influence from
the authors to the users. The image selected by the students are checked for
being near copies of images from the ImageNet dataset. If they are near
copies, then the students must find replacements. Here is the reality check,
the real evaluation with unbiased images from objective uses.
So, we have a test set of 3,000 images which are divided uniformly in the
three categories of
-
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Hummingbird
Labrador
Coffee maker

Results

From the Imagenet challenge, we would expect ResNet to beat VGG. The
results were surprising.
When each student is treated as a separate test for 60 images, then in 82% of
the tests, VGG had a higher average accuracy than ResNet at R@1 and in
18% of the tests, ResNet had a higher average accuracy at R@1.
Table 1. VGG vs ResNet for each student
50 students
Percentage wins

VGG won
41
82

ResNet won
9
18

Next, when we look at the total percentage of correctly classified images,
we get
Table 2. Overall accuracy for VGG and ResNet
VGG
ResNet
0.804
0.796
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Discussion & Conclusions

In both Table 1 and 2, the results are surprising. Instead of ResNet winning
the majority of the time, we see that VGG has won 82%.
However, when we look at the actual accuracy in Table 2, then we see that
they are very close for the 3,000 image test set.
In our tests we found the following:
When one uses the pretrained VGG and ResNet models and uses them for
images which have not been seen in the training process, then both VGG and
ResNet have a similar R@1 in our experiments. VGG actually does slightly
better but the difference is certainly within the realm of plausible noise.
At the same time, we understand the limits and weaknesses of our test. First,
this test only used 3 categories, not 1000. It is possible that these 3 categories
happen to be ones where the two classifiers are neck and neck. Second, we
did not use a very large test set. Our test set was only 3,000 images, not a
hundred thousand or a million. For these reasons, we recommend taking the
results of these experiments as only “preliminary”. Our results only lightly
suggest that more objective benchmarking should be done. This was an eyeopening result for all of the students because beforehand they all would have
thought ResNet would easily win the tests.
In future research we will look deeper at more categories and also popular
transformations such as rotation.
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